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This short video illustrates how Hauliers and their 
Customers, the Traders, may input information into the 
TSS to raise the Entry Summary Declaration (ENS);

Commercial confidentiality of ENS data for; 
• Non-controlled goods, a limited dataset with 

minimal commercial confidentiality

• Controlled goods, additional information 
including commodity pricing details
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Illustrated examples of how to use the TSS within your 
supply chain
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Click to edit Master title style
If you are a haulier what are 
your obligations when 
raising the ENS, and how 
can you best collaborate 
with your customers to 
ensure the declaration is 
raised in a timely and 
accurate manner?
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1. Who submits the ENS declaration?

Trader / Customer 
Your customer, the trader, may wish to own and manage the input of all 
declaration information to the TSS, asking you for the relevant transport 
information for each consignment

Carrier / Haulier
You, the haulier, may agree with some or all of your customers to input all 
declaration information to the TSS.  This will require consignment details 
to be provided to you by your customers in a timely and accurate manner.

Key takeaway:

Ultimately, the haulier
remains responsible for 
the ENS declaration

Combined submission
Working closely in partnership the haulier and its customers may agree to 
share data entry to the TSS for each declaration 

The information required to create the ENS declaration can be provided to the 
TSS platform by any party, however, overall responsibility for the ENS remains 
with the Carrier;
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2. Commercial confidentiality when raising the ENS

For non-controlled goods, the dataset required to raise an ENS does not 
require commercially sensitive pricing information

Hauliers and traders need to agree between them the processes for the 
collection and submission of information required to raise an ENS 
declaration.
If either party is handling confidential or commercially sensitive 
information on behalf of the other, and there may be a need to update 
and agree terms and conditions.

Ensure all parties are clear
on their roles and 
responsibilities in 
providing and managing 
the information required 
to raise declarations, and 
that appropriate 
agreements are in place to 
handle matters of 
confidentiality

Key takeaway:

For controlled goods the ENS dataset requires additional, and 
commercially sensitive information including commodity codes and 
pricing details at an item level. 
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3. Agree ways of working & using the TSS

All parties in the supply chain can register on the TSS who are then 
allocated an ‘Account’ for their business

Each Account is managed by an owning Administrator who decides who 
else may access their account to enter and change information and 
submit declarations

You can work closely with your partners and share access to your 
account(s), enabling different parties to directly submit information into 
the system. 
Or you may decide to restrict access and therefore only you (or members 
of your organisation) will submit information, included that provided by 
other parties.

Agree how you want to 
manage your TSS account 
and who can see, update 
and submit declaration 
information

Key takeaway:
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Illustrated data entry models; 

Example 1: 
The Trader manages all ENS data

Example 2 : 
A shared model with Haulier and 
Trader inputting data
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A reminder of the ENS declaration structure in TSS

Header

ConsignmentsConsignmentsConsignments

ItemsItemsItemsItemsItemsItems A list and description of all of the items 
in each consignment

A consignment header with details of 
all customers in the shipment

Vehicle and journey details
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Example 1:  Trader submits all information to the TSS
TSS Portal

An MRN is required for 
each Consignment

on the manifest

Match MRN’s to 
manifest

Build vehicle 
manifest for 

consignments

Provide journey 
details to 

Traders for their 
consignments

Generate MRN’s

Raise a ‘blank’ 
header on their 

TSS account

Enter 
consignment 

and item records 
under the blank 

header

Arrange 
transport for the 

consignment

Complete ‘blank’ 
header detail

Pass MRN’s to 
Carrier

Submit 
Declaration

TSS entry is ‘saved’
and not submitted

Note- we assume a Manifest is a list 
of consignments for a Vehicle journey

TSS

Traders

Carriers
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Example2 : Trader and haulier share data submission
TSS Portal

An MRN is required for 
each Consignment

on the manifest

Obtain  MRN’s & 
match to the 

manifest

Build vehicle 
manifest for 

consignments

Submit 
declaration

Raise a ‘blank’ 
header on their 

TSS account

Enter 
consignment 

and item records 
under the blank 

header

Arrange 
transport for the 

consignment
(providing TSS 

header number)
TSS entry is ‘saved’
and not submitted

Note- we assume a Manifest is a list 
of consignments for a Vehicle journey

TSS

Traders

Carriers

Update blank 
header on trader 

accounts using 
Header No. 
reference


